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ABSTRACT 
The Kantorovich inequality (z*Az)( z*A-‘z) < (or + a,)2/4~lan can be proved 
using convexity and elementary geometry. This method of proof is generalized so that 
it can often yield the upper and lower bounds for f(z*Az, z*Bz, z*Cz) where A, B, C 
are commuting n X n hermitian matrices and z is a unit vector in C”. Among the 
examples is the Mulholland-Smith inequality. it is also shown that our method finds 
probability distributions giving f( Ea, E/3, Ey) its upper and lower bounds. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The inequality 
(Z*AZ)(Z*A-lZ) 6 @;-+,*nJ2, 
1 ” 
where z is a unit vector in C “, and A = A* is a nonsingular n X n hermitian 
matrix with eigenvalues 0 < (Ye < . . . < a,,, appeared in Kantorovich (1948) 
and is now known as the Kantorovich inequality though an equivalent 
inequality is given in Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya (1934). It arose in 1950 in 
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this writer’s thesis from a consideration of how low the efficiency of the least 
squares regression coefficient, relative to the best linear estimator, could be 
when the covariance matrix of the errors is given by the matrix A. Then 
Professor Cassels of Cambridge University provided me with a proof of (1) 
that was given in Watson (1955) and that served to give a lower bound to the 
efficiency where there is one regressor. Subsequently I found a neater proof, 
which is given below, but could not generalize it to the multivariate case. For 
k regressors Bloomfield and Watson (1975) found a lower bound which is 
really a multivariate generalization of (1). Rao and Khatri (1982) have studied 
the multivariate generalization further. The inequality has arisen again 
(Accardi and Watson, 1986) in seeking an observable in quantum statistics to 
maximize the lower bound in a Cramer-Rao type inequality. 
We show below our simple method of deriving (1) using convexity and a 
generalization of the method of proof which provides many inequalities 
which at first sight have no relation to (l), for example that of Mulholland 
and Smith (1959). Finally a probabilistic interpretation of our method and 
results is given in Section 4. 
2. A METHOD OF GENERATING KANTOROVICH 
TYPE INEQUALITIES 
Let A and B be commuting n X n hermitian matrices, so we may write 
their spectral forms as A = CcwiPi, B = C&P, where Pi,. . . , I’, (T < n) form 
an orthogonal resolution of the identity in Q=” and where we will also be able 
to assume in Section 3 with no loss of generality that the oi are the distinct 
eigenvalues of A. Let z be a unit vector, which may be written z = P,z 
+ . . . + P,z = z1 + . . * + z,, so that l= z*z = zl*zi + . . . + z:z, = w1 
+ . . . + w,., where the wi are nonnegative. Then a = Z*AZ = Caiwi and 
b = z*Bz = C&w, are convex combinations of the eigenvalues of A and B. 
Thus the point (a, b) lies in the convex closure of the r points ( oi, &), a 
polygon. The points of this polygon may be written as (&wi, C&wi). 
Suppose that we want to find lower and upper bounds for a function f of 
Z*AZ and z*Bz for all unit vectors z. 
Draw the r points in the plane, their convex closure, and the curves 
f(a, b) = k for various k. Since the point (a, b) must lie in or on the polygon, 
it is usually a matter of inspection to find the smallest and largest possible 
values of k, which are the bounds sought. We remark that the same idea 
applies to functions of more than two quadratic forms with commuting 
kernels, but the geometry usually becomes harder. 
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3. APPLICATIONS 
To get the Kantorovich inequality, take A nonsingular and B = A-l. If 
0 < (Yr < . . * < cq, the polygon is the convex closure of r points on the 
positive branch of the hyperbola ab = 1. Further take f( a, b) = ab = k, so f 
is constant on hyperbolas. The lower bound is clearly unity, which is also a 
consequence of the Cauchy inequality. The positive branch of the hyperbola 
with the maximum k must have as a tangent the line joining (or, l/or) and 
((Y,, l/a,). The points on this line have coordinates a = (~rw + cu,(l - w), 
b = a;‘w + o;l(l- w), wh ere w = wr lies in {O,l}. Thus the maximum k 
may be found by differentiating ab with respect to w. One finds w = +, and 
the maximum is the right hand side of (1). This bound is attained when 
2 = (a, + a,)/21’2, where a 1 and a I are unit vector vectors in the invariant 
subspaces associated with Pr and P,. Thus we have proved (I). Notice that 
the right hand side of (1) is the maximum, over all nonnegative wi, wj adding 
to unity and over all pairs i and j, of 
(Wicli + Wjaj)( wiql + Wjcq). 
We now use our method to give two extensions of (1). 
If A is singular, set B = A - where A _ = CaZr ‘Pi, the summation being 
over the nonzero eigenvalues of A, say OL,, . . . , a,. When f(a, b) = ab, it is 
obvious from the appropriate figure and the above proof that 
(2) 
The lower bound is of course zero, because z can be an eigenvector 
corresponding to a zero eigenvalue. 
Suppose now that the eigenvalues oi,. . . , (Y,_~ are negative and the 
remainder positive. The points (a,, cy;‘), i = 1,. . . , s - 1, lie on the negative 
branch of ab = 1, and the remainder on the positive branch. Their convex 
closure is always a quadrilateral, which may or may not cover the origin. In 
either case one sees that the lower bound is zero. Note that the Cauchy 
inequality argument does not apply here. To get the upper bound, we must 
consider the two hyperbolas touching, respectively, the sides of the quadri- 
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lateral defined by the join of (a,, a; ‘) and (os_i, CX,--‘,) and the join of 
). From the previous paragraphs the two k’s will be 
(~i(~,~r and ((Y, + (Y,)~/~cx~(Y,. Hence in this case 
0 < z*Azz*A-‘z Q max 
( “1+‘ys-d2 b%+d2 
4oie,- 1 y 4ff,cx, I ’ 
(3) 
The following examples illustrate the broader scope of this technique. 
If A is nonsingular, B = A- ’ and f(a, b) = a2 + b2, we must draw 
circles about the origin with squared radius k and the polygon inscribed in 
the hyperbola ab = 1. The bounds for k will occur where a circle touches a 
vertex. For simplicity let (pi > 0. Then the upper bound is o2 + oP2, where QI 
is the oi making of + a,r2 greatest, i.e., ei or l/a, is furthest from unity. 
The lower bound will, in general, involve the two eigenvalues closest to unity. 
If (Ye = 1, this gives the closest point to the origin, and then the lower bound 
will be 2. If all the oi are greater (less) than unity, the lower bound will be 
CXf + CX,“(CxB + a;2 ). If they straddle unity, so - - * < a j < 1~ (Y j+ i < . . . , 
we need only consider the points on the join of (arj, CX; ‘) and (oj+r, CX;~~), so 
we want to find a minimum of {wcuj + (1 - ~)a~+~}~ + {woi’ 
+(l - w)aI:~l}“. If ‘yj”;+i < 1, the minimumizing w will be less than zero, 
so that the lower bound comes from using the left end point and is CY~ + CX;“. 
If C&Y. + 1 < 1, then the right end point is chosen, giving a lower bound of 
$+,l+k ,,“r. Otherwise we get an interior point on the join, which leads to a 
cumbersome elementary formula for the lower bound. Since the problem is 
new we will not spell out the solution further. 
Mulholland and Smith proved, if x is a unit vector in R n and A is an 
n x n symmetric matrix with nonnegative elements and m is a nonnegative 
integer, that 
EPA% 
(x*Ax)” “’ 
with equality if and only if x is an eigenvector of A. Let us examine the left 
hand side of (4) with our method by setting B = A” and f( a, b j = b/a”. 
The eigenvalues of A and B he on b = urn and their convex closure is a 
simple polygon if all the oi > 0, which we will now assume. Then the curve 
b = ka” falls entirely below the polygon when k < 1 so we deduce the lower 
bound in (4). The figure tells us how to find an upper bound-the curve 
b = ku” must be tangent to the join of ((~i, a;“) and ( CY~, or). After elementary 
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but tedious calculations we find that 
(~~-cr;l)m(m-l)“-’ Xi49 
(O1,--(Yl)mm{(,:-l-,;-l).l,~}m-l’ (r*A+“’ 
(5) 
A check on (5) is that the left hand side tends to unity as 1yi tends to cx,. 
Our proofs of (4) and (5) assume that A, instead of having nonnegative 
elements, has positive eigenvalues. Since nonnegative elements don’t guaran- 
tee positive eigenvalues and positive eigenvalues don’t mean nonnegative 
elements, (4) is true under a variety of circumstances, two of which have 
been defined. 
If we have an additional form c = z*Cz with C commuting with A and 
B, and seek the bounds on f(a, b, c) for all unit vectors z, we need the three 
dimensional polyhedron which is the convex closure of the points (ai, pi, yi) 
where the yi are the eigenvalues of C and the level surfaces of f. We may 
then use the above logic. 
As a first example let B = A2 and C = A-l, where we assume that A is 
positive definite. Then the points (a,, pi, yi) he on the curve with parametric 
form (t, t2, t-l). It is hard to visualize their convex closure. Suppose that we 
need the extremes of z*Az~*A~z.z*A-~z = abc. The point (a,, CX~, (~~7’) lies 
on the surface abc = a;. Upon reflection we conclude that 
(6) 
with equalities at eigenvectors of A. 
We invent a more interesting example-to seek the extremes of 
z*A%z*A - ‘z bc 
=- 
Z*AZ a 
with A positive definite. The points ( (Y~, pi, yj) lie on the surface be/a = 1, in 
which the parametric curve (t, t2, t-‘) lies, carrying our points. The surface 
be/a = k is a smooth spiral staircase and for k > 1 is above the surface for 
k = 1. Again the convex closure is hard to visualize, but it is clear that each 
face contains just three points and that the surface be/a = k cutting this set 
with the least k has k = 1. Hence the lower bound is unity and is attained for 
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z any eigenvector of A. To get the upper bound we need the surface still 
cutting the set with the largest value of k, It may not touch a vertex, since 
these give minima, but might touch an edge (which is the edge of a face) or a 
triangular face. Thus 
Z*A2d-‘Z 
16 
Z*AZ 
G max 
wi>wj,wk 
wisp + wici; + 
i,j,k 
x ( wia,:’ + wiajrl + wkail)(wiai + wiai + wkak). (7) 
While it is elementary to evaluate the right hand side of (7), it leads to heavy 
algebra, and we do not complete the solution of this invented problem. What 
is interesting is that the right hand side of (7) is a three dimensional version 
of the computation required to get the upper bound in the Kantorovich 
inequality-see end of first paragraph of this section. 
4. PROBABILISTIC INTERPRETATION 
Since in all the above wi, . . . , w, are nonnegative and add to unity, they 
can be regarded as a probability distribution. The left hand side of (1) can be 
written as (Caiwi)(Ca;‘wi), which may be interpreted as EaEa-', where a 
and a-’ are random variables, Prob(a = a,) = wi = Prob(a-’ = ai ‘). If we 
ask for distributions { wi} which maximize EaEa-I, the first paragraph of 
Section 3 shows the answer is uniquely the distribution (i, 0,. . . ,O, i). 
Thus OUT general method may be used to find the probability distributions 
which give f(Ea, Ep) its upper and lower bounds. 
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